Plasma cell-regulated polyadenylation at the Ig gamma 2b secretion-specific poly(A) site.
We found that the sequences downstream of the Ig gamma 2b secretory-specific (sec) poly(A) site play an important role in the preferential production of sec Ig mRNA during plasma B cell development. The Ig gamma 2b mRNA production in a deletion mutant (delta-Kpn) lacking the Ig sec poly(A) site and downstream consensus element (dsc) has been previously shown to default to the use of the downstream membrane-specific (mb) poly(A) site. In this study restoration of the Ig sec poly(A) site and dsc to the delta-Kpn gene causes a significant increase in the use of the sec poly(A) site vs mb poly(A) site in stable transfectants of plasma but not memory B cell tumors, indicating plasma cell-specific recognition of the Ig sec dsc. Restoration of the poly(A) cleavage site alone to delta-Kpn did not restore regulation. Substitution of an SV40 downstream poly(A) element for the Ig dsc in the delta-Kpn gene also does not restore regulation. The data further indicate that although the Ig dsc is clearly very important in the plasma cell-regulated expression, the difference in the processing ratios of the restored vs the intact Ig gamma 2b gene in plasma cells suggests that there are other yet to be defined sequences that may also play a role in the intact gene. Insertion of a 130-nucleotide segment of the gene containing the Ig sec poly(A) site and dsc into a heterologous, guanosyl phosphotransferase gene resulted in plasma cell-regulated polyadenylation of the sec poly(A) site. Neither the mb nor the SV40 early poly(A) sites and their respective dscs, in similar gpt chimeras, were regulated. Therefore the region downstream of the Ig sec poly(A) site plays an essential role in regulating polyadenylation at the sec poly(A) site in plasma cells but not memory cells. A model involving a plasma cell-specific recognition factor for the Ig sec dsc is presented.